* Midnight Tragedy Happens Again * The DPR and the Government betrayed the people by agreeing to the Work Creation Omnibus Law Bill to become the midnight law. Just like the KPU decides the results of the Election with Problems. This is the LBP expert who indicated that this bill would be passed on October 6, in fact ..... * The points of the Omnibus Law that torment and kill the people themselves: * 1. Severance pay is removed 2. UMP, UMK, UMSP are deleted. 3. Labor wages are calculated per hour 4. All rights to leave (sick leave, marriage leave, circumcision or baptismal leave, death leave, maternity leave) is lost and there is no compensation. 5. Outsourcing is replaced by a lifetime contract 6. There will be no permanent employee status. 7. The company can unilaterally
dismiss anytime. 8. Social security and other welfare are lost. 9. All employees are daily workers. 10. Foreign cashiers are free to enter 11. Workers are prohibited from protesting, threatening layoffs. 12. Holidays are only on red dates, no additional leave. 13. Rest on Fridays is only 1 hour including Friday Prayers.

#op Indonesian government
#we are demonstration cyber
#anon central indo
#one hat cyber team
#sharkxploiter crew
#anxsec cyndicate
#half seen samael team
#indonesian fighter cyber
#anonghost
#indonesian ghost security
#dark ghost hacker45 team
#clown security
#kalajengking cyber team
#cukimay cyber team
#18 blackhat girls
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We are not hacker ,we are demonstration cyber